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There's no way to accurately sum up this page book about Astrid's writing. It was an exhausting read, but an excellent
one. Written by Vivi Edstrom and translated by Eivor Cormack, it was published originally as Astrid Lindgren - Vildtoring
och lagereld ().

Swedish author of juvenile fiction, picture books, and screenplays. Quickly becoming an international cultural
iconâ€”particularly in her native Swedenâ€”Pippi spawned a cottage industry including more than ten picture
books, a television series, a ballet, countless pieces of merchandise, and a series of movies, several of which
had screenplays authored by Lindgren herself. A constant flow of workers and service people representing a
unique cross-section of rural Swedish culture passed through the gates of the family farm, offering the young
Lindgren a host of inspirations for her later books. However, despite the encouragement of friends and family
who recognized her innate gifts for storytelling, she initially had few aspirations to write. Instead, Lindgren
stayed close to home until an unexpected pregnancy in , at which point she emigrated to the city of
Copenhagen, Denmark, where she delivered a son named Lars. Shortly thereafter, she returned to Sweden,
settling in Stockholm where she became a secretary at the Royal Automobile Club and struggled as a single,
unmarried parent. She married Sture Lindgren, a co-worker, in , with whom she had a second child, a
daughter, Karin. Around this time, Lindgren began authoring stories for a Swedish magazine called
Countryside Christmas. The creation of her most famous character, Pippi Longstocking, occurred in The
stories of Pippi became an ongoing mother-daughter adventure, with Lindgren continually adding to the
growing legend of Pippi for Karin and her friends. Years later, after Lindgren sprained her ankle, she revisited
Pippi as a means of passing the time during her recovery. When the book was released later that same year, it
became an immediate best-seller in Sweden and was subsequently published internationally to great acclaim.
Sadly, her husband, Sture, passed away in at the height of her literary fame. Lindgren eventually became a
noted activist for a variety of social and political causes in Sweden. Her efforts to help raise the standard of
treatment for these animals earned her the Albert Schweitzer Award from the Animal Welfare Institute. On
January 28, , Lindgren passed away at the age of 94 as the result of a viral infection. Sitting on an untold
fortune of gold coins left to her by her father, Pippi has no worldly material concerns, leaving her free of any
dependence upon adult figures. Even school has no hold on her, for Pippi refuses to go and, as the strongest
girl in the world, no adult can force her. As such, she is the embodiment of the escapist fantasies of childhood,
borne of the frustrations of a thousand children forced to do as their parents and teachers demand, despite their
contrary wishes and protestations. Even so, Pippi is a role model of sorts, as she gives freely from her hoard of
money, enjoys hard work, cares for her animals at Villa Villekula, and is free of the social restrictions that
drive the actions of nearly every other figure in the village. Harriette Andreadis has suggested that Pippi is the
center of her own universe, one in which she lives "imbued with her own logic, generosity, and humanity, a
world in which she determines justice and the moral order, a world in which the conventions of adult
middle-class life are exposed as stupid. The rest of the characters in the Pippi books can be separated into two
camps: The brother and sister must clean themselves, go to school, and obey the will of adults. However, they
are free to accompany Pippi on her merry adventures, which, like the reader, they do with relish. They vary
with her relationship to social patterns in the small town, but they also take the form of experimenting with
traditional typesâ€”the slapstick figure in films, the Chaplinesque comedian, the gallant gentleman, and the
fine lady. Rather than needing an adult to rescue her, Pippi is fearlessly independent. Instead of seeking fixes,
Pippi is more an example of positive thinking whose ultimate outlet is fun and pleasure. For that reason, critics
like David L. For example, Russell has asserted that, "[t]he Pippi Longstockings and the Huckleberry Finns
become the juvenile gadflies of our culture, child Don Quixotes, exploring possibilities, dreaming of a better
world, a world free from the chains of empty social custom and meaningless convention, a world where each
individual can find fulfillment on his or her own terms. There is no notion of established order in her world.
All boundaries are there to be tested and exceeded. Of course there are risks but â€¦ It is precisely in this
risk-taking that she gains her feminist significance. As a newcomer in the small town, she looks upon
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everything without blinkers and ingrained prejudices. She comes from the open seasâ€”as far from a
sequestered girl ideal as is conceivable. However, upon its initial release, the critical reactions were much
more polarized. John Landquist was typical among these initial dissenting reviewers, characterizing Pippi as
"something unpleasant that scratches at the soul. Humor is meant to help us see the funny side of what
surprises us. In that sense, Pippi is as important as ever.
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Upon finishing school, Lindgren took a job with a local newspaper in Vimmerby. She had a relationship with
the chief editor, who was married and a father, and who eventually proposed marriage in after she became
pregnant. She declined and moved to the capital city of Stockholm, learning to become a typist and
stenographer she would later write most of her drafts in stenography. In due time, she gave birth to her son,
Lars, in Copenhagen and left him in the care of a foster family. Although poorly paid, she saved whatever she
could and traveled as often as possible to Copenhagen to be with Lars, often just over a weekend, spending
most of her time on the train back and forth. Eventually, she managed to bring Lars home, leaving him in the
care of her parents until she could afford to raise him in Stockholm. In she married her employer, Sture
Lindgren â€” , who left his wife for her. Three years later, in , Lindgren gave birth to her second child, Karin,
who would become a translator. The character Pippi Longstocking was invented for her daughter to amuse her
while she was ill in bed. Lindgren later related that Karin had suddenly said to her, "Tell me a story about
Pippi Longstocking," and the tale was created in response to that request. The family moved in to an apartment
on Dalagatan , with a view over Vasaparken , where Lindgren remained until her death on 28 January at the
age of 94, having become blind. Her funeral took place in the Storkyrkan Great Church in Gamla stan. The
ceremony was described as "the closest you can get to a state funeral. She served as a secretary for the
Swedish Summer Grand Prix. Upon arrival she is said to have been upset by the discrimination against black
Americans. A few years later she published the book Kati in America , a collection of short essays inspired by
the trip. Prior to the Board cited a single book published during the preceding two years. Her stories and
images can never be forgotten. Up until a total of 3, editions of her books had been issued internationally, [15]
and globally her books had sold a total of million copies. This was to be known as the " Pomperipossa effect ",
from a story she published in Expressen on 3 March , [17] entitled Pomperipossa in Monismania , attacking
the government and its taxation policies. In she received the Right Livelihood Award , "For her commitment
to justice, non-violence and understanding of minorities as well as her love and caring for nature. Asteroid
Lindgren[ edit ] Asteroid Lindgren , discovered in by Soviet astronomer Nikolai Chernykh , was named after
her. It is situated at the spot where Astrid Lindgren first heard fairy tales. The sculpture was initially slightly
different in design and intended to be part of a fountain set in the city center, but the people of Vimmerby
vehemently opposed the idea. Furthermore, Astrid Lindgren had stated that she never wanted to be represented
as a statue. However, there is a statue of Lindgren in the city center. The memorial was sponsored by the
culture council of Vimmerby. Statue created by Marie-Louise Ekman, in the city center of Vimmerby.
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Even today they are important and influential stories about people, relationships and adventure. Our image of
the Sweden that we asked our grandparents to tell us about when we were children is, more the part, told by
Astrid Lindgren. At the same time, many of her books sparked debate when they were first published. Pippi
Longstocking, for example, was accused of contributing to the "wildness of young people". Not least because
the political debate often revolves around the preservation of ideals and beliefs from a time long ago. What
questions will our grandchildren ask us? How was the Sweden that shaped us? Who is the "Emil" of our time?
I know what I think about the sort of stories Astrid Lindgren would have told. A Pippi who is instead praised,
admired, and fascinates those around her for her outspokenness, her criticism of reigning norms, and going her
own way. About an orphan boy who, just like Rasmus, left the orphanage and his homeland in search of a
family and someone to love him. Where Britta and Anna living only with dad in Bullerbyn is as natural as
Olle, who, though he lacks a father, gains a sibling when mom Lisa undergoes insemination treatment. They
are like the locusts of Egypt. Hopefully in the future, that reality will feel as strange as the tale of the Brothers
Lionheart felt for us. About an open, modern, and respectful Sweden is what I think Astrid would have told.
Where people come from all over the world to work, study, love, and to escape from war and persecution.
Where being critical and outspoken defeated modern sexism and traditional gender roles. Where growth and
mobility made the world bigger and more open. Far away from the romanticized wooden fences, xenophobia,
and gender roles of the s. English translation by The Local.
4: Buy Astrid Lindgren Books | eBay
Astrid Lindgren A Critical Study Amazoncom: customer reviews: the adventures of pippi, find helpful customer reviews
and review ratings for the adventures of pippi longstocking at amazoncom.

5: Astrid Lindgren: A Critical Study by Vivi EdstrÃ¶m
Astrid Lindgren has 4 ratings and 0 reviews. This engaging work offers new insights into the writing career of one of the
twentieth century's greatest ch.

6: a critical study | reading astrid
Astrid Lindgren - A Critical Study. There's no way to accurately sum up this page book about Astrid's writing. It was an
exhausting read, but an excellent one.

7: 'It's high time for us to rethink our romanticized view of Sweden' - The Local
A Second Edition Of The Anecdotes And History Of Cranbourn Chase. With Additions, And A Continuation Of The Said
History To Some Extent. To Which Are Added Some Scenes In, And Anecdotes Of Windsor Forest By The Same
Author.

8: Vivi EdstrÃ¶m | LibraryThing
Astrid Lindgren is one of Sweden's most internationally known authors, and her works have been translated into at least
sixty different languages. Further Reading Vivi EdstrÃ¶m: Astrid Lindgren: a critical study,
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Astrid Anna Emilia Ericsson Lindgren (November 14, - January 28, ) was a Swedish writer of fiction and screenplays,
best known for her children's book series featuring the independent and strong Pippi Longstocking.
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